Belluno, World Capital of Emotions.
1-3 ottobre 2021
ISBP Conference, International Society for Bonding Psychotherapy,
Hotel Da Benito, Ponte nelle Alpi (BL) - Centro Giovanni XXIII, Belluno

October 1st-3rd 2021: Professionals from around the world return to Belluno to
talk about how emotional communication is good for interpersonal and social
relationships. Belluno, once again, becomes the “world capital of emotions”. The ISBP
international conference is organized and hosted by Fondazione Progetto Uomo.
Days and Topics
The International Conference will have a section reserved by invitation to physicians
and psychotherapists, and another section open to everyone, upon previous
registration and reservation.
Conference events will be held at Hotel Benito, Pian di Vedoia, Ponte nelle Alpi (BL)
and at Giovanni XXIII’s Congress Center, in downtown Belluno, in Piazza Pilloni,
for the Therapeutic Communities Forum. All events will have simultaneous translation
provided.
The Congress will open its doors on Thursday, September 30 , at the Benito
Hotel, with a welcome to ISBP’s specialists arriving in Belluno.
In the afternoon, doctor Godehard Stadtmüller, German Psychiatric and Fellow
Psychoanalyst, will hold a training session for the ISBP’s members.
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Friday, October 1st, we’ll get to the core of the conference. At the Benito Hotel, in
two separate rooms, we will share lectures and workshops on: Efficacy and educational
and therapeutic outcomes of Bonding Psychotherapy (BP).
At Giovanni XXIII’s Center in Belluno, from 3pm to 6pm, we will have the Official
Opening of the Conference, with the introduction by Fondazione Progetto Uomo’s
president, don Gigetto De Bortoli, which will be followed by the introduction of the main
theme of the Conference: “Being In Touch Again”, and reports by SIPE’s (Italian
Society of Emotional Psychotherapy) president and leaders of other societies,
specifically: European ESBP (European Society of Bonding Psychotherapy), and the
International ISBP (International Society of Bonding Psychotherapy).
Saturday, October the 2nd, at Benito Hotel, from 9am to 6pm, lectures and
workshops will follow one to another, coordinated by BP’s specialists, with a focus on
different applications of the method in different countries: experiences, scientific
researches and clinical applications, with many studies on results evaluation.
Other themes that will be discussed: the challenge of consensus on working in presence;
applications of BP groups for families facing member problems, the personal identity;

the search for happiness; bonding exercises; roles and methods of supervision; tutoring
and development of applications.
At Giovanni XXIII’s center, open to the public, will be the following agenda:
9.15 am to 1 pm: Experiential training, including 3 workshops on: “Efficacy of Bonding
Groups in Educational and Therapeutic paths”. The workshops include:
1 Why is an emotional group essential for the therapeutic path?
2 How the emotional groups reduce leaving treatment and abandonment?
3 How can psychologists be formed in BP?
Workshops will be followed by a panel discussion.
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2.30 pm to 6 pm: training by the Italian Federation of Therapeutic Communities
(FICT). The trainings include:
1 Everything is more on your part
2 Reality is more important than ideas
3 Belonging overcomes conflict
Following this will be a panel discussion with the speakers and concluding remarks by
the FICT’s president, Luciano Squillaci.
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Sunday, October 3rd, at Benito Hotel, Experiences and research to empower the
philosophy and BP’s method; Accreditation levels and the Agenda of international work.
The international conference, will answer three main questions of international
interest:
1 How to “get back in touch”, in and after the pandemic?
2 What winning sense of belonging, if not the emotional approach?
3 How to build personal, familiar and community welfare in a time
of imperative ego centering?
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Complete program and registration form will soon be available on our
website:
www.fondazioneprogettouomo.it
Following us is the real emotion.
Also on web and socials
www.fondazioneprogettouomo.it
www.facebook.com/FondProgUomo
www.youtube.com/user/fondazionepu

